Smartphone users and application behaviors add high pressure to apply smart techniques that stabilize the network capacity and consequently improve the end-user experience. The massive increase in smartphone penetration engenders signalling load, which exceeds the network capacity in terms of signaling. The signalling load leads to network congestion, degradation in the network KPIs. The classical way to tackle the signalling is by network expansion. However, this approach is not efficient in terms of capital expenditure (CAPEX) and also in terms of efficient utilization of the network resources. More specifically, the signaling domain becomes overloaded while the data domain are underutilized. In this paper, two UMTS air-interface features; Cell-PCH (paging channel) and enhanced fast dormancy (E-FD) are analyzed to mitigate the signalling load. Practical performance analysis is conducted based on results from commercial UMTS networks. The deployment of these features offers major improvement in network KPIs and significant relief in the signaling load. It is concluded that these two features in addition to several optimization techniques, discussed in this paper, provide solution to the smartphone signaling load and efficiently utilize the available network and spectrum resources while providing users with better always-on connectivity and improved battery consumption.
I. Introduction
The smartphone users and their applications in a network put disproportionate burden on networks, caused by their typical behavior of many connections and low data volume transfers per connection. Even with a small volume of smartphone in a network, they still produce a major impact on the PS (packet switch) domain. Figure 1 illustrates one practical example from a commercial network with low smartphone penetration of 13% generating 82% of the total PS call attempts. This behavior demonstrates how smartphones are consequently contributing to a significant amount of PS signaling load compared with other devices.
With the massive increase in smartphones penetration, the signaling load is expected to exponentially increase which overloads the control plane of the UMTS network interfaces [1] . The following are the main causes of the smartphones signaling load [1] , [2] , [3] : a) Most smartphones automatically attach to the network and activate a PDP context in order to access the Internet and obtain up-to-date information anywhere and anytime. As a result, almost each smartphone subscriber has a PDP context and the average activation ratio is much higher, which places high pressure on the UMTS network capacity as smartphone penetration increases. b) Smartphones consume large amount of power due to their large screen, long online time, and diversified mobile applications. To save power, smartphones have adopted fast dormancy technology. If there is no data transmission within a short time (usually 3 to 10 seconds), smartphones will automatically abort the wireless connection and switch to the idle mode. The connection will be reestablished when the data transmission is needed. All these generate large amounts of signaling load. c) A smartphone makes its best to be always online. If the activation fails due to breakdown of network node, no service subscription, or insufficient capacity, the smartphone will repeatedly try to activate PDP context. As a result, the activation signaling on the network increases sharply and the network congestion or overload occurs consequently. d) Side effects of mobile malware, subscribers with high frequency communication sessions, poorly designed mobile applications and unwanted traffic from Internet hosts outside the mobile network (see [2] and [3] and references therein).
The UMTS networks are not typically designed to manage such excessive signaling load. The frequent access of applications, such as social media sites, stimulates a signaling load that impact many network elements. Also, many over-the-top (OTT) applications with frequent synchronization with host servers via the operator's network can cause signaling spikes and accordingly network congestion and outage especially in major events. This has motivated the industry to promote best practices for developing "network-friendly" mobile applications [4] , [5] , [2] . The analysis in [1] and [2] are based on specific signaling storm due to deliberate malicious activity that aims to disrupt mobile services. On the other side, the analyses in [6] - [10] have focused on analyzing signalling behavior from an energy consumption perspective.
Figure 1: Smartphone distribuation versus PS call attempts
As a result of the excessive signalling load, the network resources are inefficiently utilized with the increasing usage of smartphone applications and data connections. Therefore, several features and techniques have been actively adopted by the smartphone suppliers and network vendors [3] - [5] . The adopted solutions can be categorized into three areas: Application layer mitigation approach, network dimensioning and expansion, and deployment of 3GPP smartphone features. The application layer mitigation approach aims at an intelligent traffic management and bundling of delay tolerant applications. This approach is referred to as smart gating where the User Equipment (UE) synchronizes and bundles data activity into batches when the UE is transferring PS data session in background mode without impacting the user experience. The basic function of the gate is to open periodically or whenever the device is in active mode (e.g. device is paged, screen or microphone/speaker is on, or any other user activity). One of these application layer solutions is Qualcomm's Network Socket Request Manager (NSRM) [11] . These types of solutions can be efficient in reducing the signaling overhead, but they are subject to device support and the lack of 3GPP standardization.
On the other hand, network operators can still pursue the direction of re-dimensioning the network by means of adding more 3G carriers (i.e. frequencies within the same band or different bands), increase the baseband resources in the Node-B, and add more signalling processing boards in the radio network controller (RNC) or even by adding more RNCs. However, the main drawback of such approach is the increase of capital expenditure (CAPEX) investment. The addition of multiple 3G carriers may generate excessive signaling because of the need to handle more handovers at the carriers' boundaries as well as the need to handle traffic separation between circuit switch (CS) services (i.e. voice calls) and packet switch (PS) service on each carrier. Moreover, adding more RNCs can produce other planning issues related to re-dimensioning of the RNCs leading to borders overlapping and as a result more signaling load generated by location area update, paging and RNC boundary handling. In summary, this approach lead to signaling capacity expansion while the data capacity may still not be fully utilized and therefore the CAPEX investment is not fully justified.
II. RRC State Machine
The RRC layer is part of the overall UMTS protocol, referred to as Layer-3. RRC constitutes the air interface protocol for the control plane signaling messages. In general, signaling messages are needed to regulate the UE behavior in order to comply with the network procedures. Each signaling message from the UE to the network, or vice versa, consists of a set of system parameters. For example, the Node-B needs to communicate the parameters related to mobility procedures as of when the UE needs to handover from one cell to another. These parameters are broadcast to the UE in a specific RRC message. Additionally, the core network signaling is also carried by a dedicated RRC message. The RRC layer in UMTS is significantly different than the structure of Layer-3 in other systems such as GSM or LTE. 3GPP has designed RRC to function in different modes: Idle and Connected. The connected mode is further categorized into four states: Cell-DCH, Cell-FACH, Cell-PCH and URA-PCH. Each mode and/or state serves the UE depending on the type of service, CS or PS domain services. Figure 2 demonstrates the RRC states and their mobility procedures. It also illustrates the transitions between RRC Idle and Connected modes alongside the different states [14] , [15] .
a) RCC Idle Mode
In the RRC idle mode; there is no radio connection between the UE and the UTRAN for user traffic however the UE can be paged by the core network. The UE shall perform a periodic search for serving cells and monitor the paging messages while it is in this state [14] , [15] . This mode is intended to serve the UE whenever there is no voice call (CS domain is idle), or no data traffic (PS domain is idle). A basic signaling connection is needed in this state to serve the UE with System Information Blocks (SIBs) and CS/PS paging messages. Upon initiating a new call in CS or PS domains, the UE is required to move directly to the RRC connected mode to establish the required service. When a new connection is established, the UE is typically moved to Cell-DCH where a dedicated radio link connection is established with a cell. The Radio Beaer (RB) for the required service is then established and voice or data call can then flow in Cell-DCH state. When the call is released, the UE can be moved to Idle mode again, but depending on being CS or PS call. The Idle state is mandatory in any UMTS network, but expected to be rarely utilized for PS services, especially if Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH states are configured.
b) RCC Connected Mode
In the RRC connected mode, the UE and the UTRAN have at most one RRC connection regardless of how many signaling connections exist between the UE and the core network. The signaling messages are only transmitted over signaling radio bearers for either CS or PS domains. The RRC state machine operates as two synchronized peer entities: one is in the UE side, and another is in the UTRAN side in the RNC.
The connected mode consists of Cell-DCH state. This state is the only one in which the UE has a dedicate uplink and downlink connection with the network (i.e. a cell or multiple cells). Voice call can only be carried on this state while PS data packets can be carried on Cell-DCH or Cell-FACH. Cell-DCH is considered as a state where network resources are reserved for the UE. For voice calls, dedicated physical layer channels are established for each UE to carry the voice call. On the other hand, for PS data, the HSPA channel can be shared among multiple users. Therefore, the Cell-DCH state consumes the most of network and UE resources in terms of DL/UL transmit power, respectively, orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes, and the device battery.
1) Cell-FACH State
As the Cell-DCH state is costly in terms of resource utilization, the 3GPP standard has defined the Cell-FACH state that is typically used to relieve resources. This state is specific to PS domain, to some extend. The physical layer during this RRC state is configured as a common channel instead of a dedicated channel. The users share the resources of the FACH pipe and are scheduled based on data availability. The channel is limited in data rate and accordingly it is not optimal for heavy downloading or uploading activities. While the UE is served in Cell-FACH, it can only connect to one cell i.e., no soft handover and without any sort of closed loop power control. When the PS data buffer increase to a certain predefined threshold, the network move the UE to the Cell-DCH state to be served with high speed data connection such as HSPA(+).
2) Cell-PCH State
The drawback of using RRC idle mode is that it requires the UE to always re-connect to the network and initiate a new signaling radio bearer, where signaling load can increase significantly. On the other hand, Cell-PCH and URA-PCH states do not have the same signaling re-connection requirements. These two states are considered the idle mode state inside connected mode where the device battery is efficiently preserved. The mobility aspects in PCH are very much similar to idle. The UE needs only to monitor a cell for a short period in a paging cycle of the paging indicator channel (PICH) in the physical channel. A PDP context with the PS core network is still preserved in these two states [14] . As the PDP context is still retained, a session could be reconnected much faster and with less number of RNC and core network signaling messages. The PDP context dimensioning in core network need to consider such change, as most of the users will remain in the Cell-PCH state once it is enabled. Therefore, the resources of the PS core in term of number of PDP context need to consider such massive increase.
The main difference between Cell-PCH and URA-PCH is in the mobility and planning aspects. Cell-PCH is cell-connected mode while URA-PCH is a UTRAN registration area connected mode. In the cell-connected mode, the location of the UE is maintained by the UTRAN in the accuracy level of a cell. In the URA-connected mode, the UE is only known by the UTRAN in the URA level, a superset of multiple cells. Hence, it is expected that paging overload is more efficient in URA-PCH state, depending on how the URAs are planned.
As explained, it is more efficient for network to utilize PCH states when the data is completely inactive, rather than using the RRC idle mode. Upon an extended time of inactivity, the network can finally move the UE to idle mode and release the PDP context. This timer is usually adjusted to a long period such as 60 min. With a low activity PS connection, the network can utilize Cell-FACH connection, while a transition to Cell-DCH happen when the data activity increases to certain data threshold. A typical value for such threshold is 256 kbps. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the state transitions between the different RRC states. As shown in this figure, the transition from RRC idle mode to Cell-DCH requires a new establishment of RRC connection with around 15 to 30 RRC messages. On the other side, the transition from Cell-PCH to Cell-FACH requires only 3 RRC messages. The direct transition from Cell-PCH to Cell-DCH, if allowed by the network vendor, it requires around 3 to 12 RRC messages.
Figure 3: Different states transitions
As a result, the Cell-PCH state is expected to improve the overall network resources and KPIs. In order to practically evaluate the Cell-PCH state, we enabled it in a commercial UMTS network and we compared the main network KPIs before and after enabling the Cell-PCH state. The UMTS network consists of 5 RNCs with aggregated IuB throughput of ~6.11Gbps and two SGSN nodes with active-active geo-redundancy configuration and total Gn capacity of ~6.11Gbps. Initially the network is only deployed with RRC idle mode and both Cell-DCH and Cell-FACH. We have then enabled Cell-PCH and monitored the network KPIs. Table 1 summaries the average network improvements and degradations in main KPIs after enabling the Cell-PCH state. Table 1 indicates that Cell-PCH reduced the RNC signaling load by 5% and DL/UL channel element (CE) utilization by 19% and 16%, respectively. The CE is the main resource element in the baseband processing board of the Node-B. The Node-B dimensioning is based on CE and the CS/PS services consume from these resources. Also, the signaling load of the Iub interface between the Node-B and the RNC has been reduced by 14% after enabling the Cell-PCH state. Moreover, RRC attempts has been significantly reduced by 28% as the UE will stay most of the time in the Cell-PCH state instead of the RRC idle mode. Other merits include 6% increase in HSDPA traffic and 3% reduction in RNC paging level. The main disadvantage is the increase in the PS call drop rate (CDR). However, it is normal to have this increase as the total number of UEs staying in connected mode has been also increased. Therefore, the PS CDR shall be updated to consider this change. The other aspects of FACH utilization increase are discussed in the last section. Finally, the PS data paging utilization has reduced by 9%. This is because the transition from Cell-DCH to Cell-PCH (i.e. D2P) happens through Cell-FACH state in this implementation. Since, the Cell-FACH is a connected state; the paging mechanism is different from the idle state because the RNC knows the UE serving cell. The observed paging reduction comes from the fact that the UE does not move to idle state as frequent as before, which improves the repeated paging at the cell level within the RNC. However, it is worth to note that enabling the direct D2P transition upon no data activity without going through Cell-FACH state can improve FACH channel congestion for the low-activity users, but it may increase the state transitions if data is inactive for very short periods. Therefore, optimizing the state transition timers and thresholds are important in this scenario. The direct D2P is a new feature that deserves to be tested and validated with existing handsets. 
III. Smartphone Profiling and Signaling load
In order to quantify the impact of smartphone on commercial UMTS networks, we have conducted a device profiling analysis on a commercial UMTS network. The analyzed network has two adjacent 3G carriers at 2100MHz with approximately 3000 sites. All the cells are deployed with DC-HSDPA to support peak throughput of 42Mbps. The total number of active and unique subscribers in this network is approximately 5 million. The profiling is conducted by analyzing the RNC and PS core logs for two weeks. However, we considered a weekend day due to the volume of the data and also to demonstrate the loaded scenario for signaling analysis. Figure 4 illustrates the terminals penetration. The data cards and 3G Routers penetrations are relatively low at 0.1% for each. The tablets came next at 0.9%. In this exercise, the feature phones represent 50% of the customers' base. The feature phone is a low-end device such as 2G/EDGE only devices or the early versions of 3G devices such as R99 and early version of HSDPA. The smartphones users represent 47.5% where 15% of which are with legacy operating system (OS) smartphones (referred to as S). The OS of the smartphones with the highest penetration (referred to as A) represent 21% of the total subscriber base while the next OS smartphones (referred to as I) is 7% followed by the last OS smartphones (referred to B) at 4%.
The terminal call setup proportion for CS and PS calls are illustrated in Figure 5 and 6, respectively. As shown in the figures and despite the 47.5% penetration of the smartphones, they consume 88% and 89% of CS and PS call setup respectively. The mapping between smartphones OS penetrations in Figure 4 and the corresponding CS call setup proportion in Figure 5 is almost logical. However, for PS call attempts in Figure  6 , the smartphones with OS A, OS I, and OS B consumes relatively higher compared to the legacy OS S smartphones i.e., the penetration of OS S is 15% while the corresponding PS call setup proportion is only 3.5%. This exercise was conducted on the same network in the previous section with the Cell-PCH enabled but fast dormancy was not enabled yet. The most surprising behavior is the tablets that consume 10% of the PS call setup while their penetration is only 0.9%. This behavior reflects the nature of these devices and how the users use the tablets. This is an indication on the signaling storm that we will face in the near future when the tablet penetration increased to 10% for example. In addition to the call setup proportion, the Inter-RAT (Radio Access Technology) proportion is presented in Figure 7 . Also, the smartphone consumes 89% of the total Inter-RAT. The Inter-RAT signaling occupies approximately 10% of the total signaling load and may cause high call drop rate. As shown in Figure 7 , the smartphones with S OS causes highest Inter_RAT compared to their penetration. This is due to the 3G-receiver design in these early devices that do not support advanced interference cancellation. Therefore, it is expected that these devices will frequently handover to 2G more than the high profile smartphones with advanced interference cancellation receivers that add 3dB gain to the received signal level. The smartphones with OS I exhibit the best performance in terms of Inter-RAT proportion. This may be due to enhanced receiver/antenna design, which allows these smartphones to remain for a longer period on the 3G network compared with other high-profile smartphones. Figure 8 provides the normalized average signalling count for different device types at busy hour of a weekend day. Top 3 signaling model are Tablets, smartphones with OS A and smartphones with OS I. Tablets and smartphones with OS A, OS I, and OS B consumes signaling load higher than the network average value. Tablets consumes signaling twofold the highest smartphone i.e., OS A and almost threefold the OS S smartphones. This is due to the nature of the users adopted these high profile devices and also high profile smartphones stay for a longer period on the 3G network as illustrated in figure 7 . Figure 8 clearly indicates that smartphone penetration increase is a major bottleneck for the network in terms of signaling and smart approaches are mandatory to tackle the expected signaling load. Figure 9 and Figure 10 demonstrate, respectively, the signalling count in millions and the RNC aggregated throughput in Gbps at a weekend day i.e., 24 hours. The camping users count is illustrated in both figures. The figures indicate that the aggregate user peak throughput is 5Gbps at busy hour (BH) engenders ~22M signalling at the BH which is 18:00. This data was captured in the same network with Cell-PCH enabled while the E-FD was not implemented yet. Therefore, this network needs RNCs that can manage total throughput of 5 Gbps at 80% load i.e., 6 Gbps (current capacity is 6.11Gbps). Therefore, three high capacity RNCs can manage the network in terms of throughput requirement each with 2.5Gbps. However, the network has 5 RNCs in order to be able to manage the signalling load of 22M at BH. Therefore, each RNC is managing on average 4.4 Millions. Moreover, if the tablets penetration is increased to 10%, i.e., 100% increase in the signaling load, additional 6 RNCs is needed to mange only the signaling load due to 10% increase in tablets penetration. 
IV. Fast Dormancy Mechanisms
Smartphones device manufacturers initially adopted the fast dormancy as a proprietary solution. The main driver was to release the dedicated connection as fast as possible right after a period of data inactivity. The benefit intended from this solution is to extend the UE battery backup time. This type of dormancy is referred to as legacy fast dormancy or Pre-R8 fast dormancy.
Pre-R8 fast dormancy is not standardized and its mechanism is generally implemented as proprietary by each device with different inactivity timers and different implementations techniques. These different mechanisms however had one common behavior that the UE detects a period of data inactivity and then sends RRC message Signaling Connection Release Indicator (SCRI) without any pre-defined cause. This type of UE's proprietary fast dormancy led to an increase in the signaling load on the network side. The reason is that the SCRI sent by UE requests the RNC to release the PS connection without containing the specific cause of the release, as SCRI does not mandate UEs to send a cause as per 3GPP versions prior to Release 8. Early RNC software releases could understand this SCRI as a protocol error since the UE request an RRC connection release without cause. Hence, the RNC transfers the UE quickly to idle mode. Upon any new PS data activity, the UE and RNC need to setup a new PS data connection, which increases the load on the signaling control plane. The Rel-8 fast dormancy mechanism is standardized as the UE sends a SCRI message to the RNC with cause set to "UE Requested PS Data session end" [16] , [18] . The RNC can identify this type of UE by the SCRI message with this information and can move the UE to other RRC connected states such as Cell-FACH or Cell-PCH (i.e., D2P). As a result, the operators can see the improvement of the deployed Cell-PCH state when the fast dormancy is under the full control of the RNC. Figure 11 describes the comparison between three PS data state transitions. The first mechanism is without any type of fast dormancy. When the PS data activity is low for a period of time, the RNC performs a state transition from Cell-DCH to other supported states such as Cell-FACH in this example. This mechanism is controlled by network timers and thresholds and can also be assisted by the UE's Traffic Volume Measurement (TVM) feedback for data activity and buffer status on the uplink. The second mechanism describes the legacy fast dormancy implementation, exactly as explained above. The third mechanism is the E-FD mechanism. In addition to introducing a cause to the SCRI, E-FD also uses a timer mechanism called T323. This timer can inhibit excessive amount of signaling and thus we control the signaling occurrences. This timer is configurable in a range between 0 and 120 seconds and is started once the UE sends E-FD SCRI and no further SCRI can be sent by UE as long as the timer is running. With this timer, the RNC can control which state to move the UE after multiple expiry. Thus, the network can move the UE first to Cell-FACH followed by Cell-PCH. In Cell-PCH, the RNC depends on a longer inactivity timer before moving the UE down to RRC idle mode. The different types of commercial devices support different types of fast dormancy implementations. For the devices supporting E-FD, the RNC can efficiently handle them with the known behavior of SCRI with a specific cause. However, with devices that support only the legacy fast dormancy, which are the pre-R8 devices, we need to have smart approaches to handle their behavior and prohibit their transition to the idle mode, generating excessive signaling load. Hence, one of the approaches is to handle these known devices by their IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity). For those devices, the RNC can follow the exact state transition behavior as the E-FD and control their behavior in terms of signaling load. However, the RNC does not have any control over how frequent these devices reporting the SCRI and therefore the T323 timer applies only to the standardized E-FD solution.
To fully utilize the benefits of the E-FD, we must deploy multiple states including Cell-FACH and either Cell-PCH or URA-PCH. Additionally, the transition to RRC idle mode for PS services should be set to a high value after a period of inactivity. Figure 12 demonstrates the the fast dormancy procedures and expected gain in terms of signaling load and battery saving. The practical gains of fast dormancy implemented alongside Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH are discussed the next section.
Figure 12 Enhanced Fast Dormancy expected gains

V. Practical Results of E-FD deployment
The test results presented in this section are obtained from one RNC of a commercial UMTS network. The RNC is deployed with two 3G carriers. The results shown are extracted from the RNC-wide KPIs and for all active users present in the RNC during the monitoring period. The main KPIs analyzed in this trial are summarized in table 2. In order to evaluate the expected gains of the KPIs described in table 2, we monitored the cells in the selected RNC. The most important KPIs that have a direct impact on the signaling load are the ones related to establishment of RRC control plane connections as well as the RAB establishment attempts for PS data calls.
The KPIs of the RNC are presented for a period of two months. The E-FD is implemented on the end of day 24 th of the month and since the KPIs are averaged over 24 hours, therefore the changes are fully reflected on day 26. As shown in figure 13 , the number of RRC connections is reported on a daily basis for all cells in the RNC. After the E-FD is enabled, the number of RRC connections has decreased significantly by 59%. This improvement is achieved because the E-FD UEs will experience more state transitions to Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH rather than to RRC idle mode. When the PS data becomes active, the UE and RNC need less number of RRC signaling messages compared to data re-establishment from idle mode. Because of this gain, the RNC/NB CPUs signaling load, the UE power consumption and the transmitted power are reduced accordingly. The power consumption in Cell-PCH state is almost similar to the Idle state because we are using the same DRX cycle length i.e., paging cycle in the two states. Also, all other idle mode reselection parameters are same in the network for both idle and PCH states since the network is configured with SIB3 reselection parameters only and SIB4 was not configured. Therefore, the reduction in RRC signaling load reduces the UE power consumption as illustrated in figure 12 . Moreover, the smartphones applications that are working in the background are frequently move the UE to the Cell-DCH state and hence the reduction in RRC signaling load will extended the battery life. The number of PS Call RAB establishment attempts for all cells in the RNC has decreased by 82% as demonstrated in figure 14 . The reason for this improvement is related to the mechanism of E-FD, which triggers the users to Cell-FACH or Cell-PCH where the PS RAB is kept active instead of being released.
As observed so far, the E-FD is forcing the users to move to Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH more often compared to the case without E-FD in the same RNC. Therefore, it is expected to see an increased number of users being served in Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH states. This behavior is demonstrated in figure 15 . The number of users in Cell-FACH has increased 116% and the umber of users in Cell-DCH has increased by 246%. The number of users in DCH state has reduced by 15% as shown in figure 15 . The gain of reducing DCH utilization is very significant to the system performance where relevant dedicated channels are released. It evident from figure 14 that the users in Cell-PCH have increased more than those in Cell-FACH because the E-FD is triggered when data activity is really low and hence there is no reason for the RNC to keep inactive users in Cell-FACH for longer period. This is illustrated in figure 16 where the transition from Cell-FACH state to Cell-PCH state has increased when E-FD is enabled. As the number of users has increased in Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH states, then it is expected to see more Cell update messages in the RNC. Cell update is one of few RRC signaling messages sent in these states to keep the UE synchronized with the RNC. Cell updates are sent by UE whenever the UE re-select to a new serving cell during mobility or when data becomes active in Cell-PCH state. Upon data activity in Cell-PCH, the UE needs to inform the network to switch it back to Cell-FACH or DCH states in order to complete the PS data activity. Figure  17 demonstrates that the number of Cell updates sent by UE has increased by 226% after deploying E-FD in the RNC. The increase in Cell updates may cause several degradations to other KPIs in the network including voice call accessibility. This is discussed in details in the next section. On the other hand, the state transition between Cell-FACH and HSDPA (i.e. Cell-DCH state where HSDPA service is active) has also increased by 197%, as shown in figure 18 . This increase also requires careful optimization to avoid any degradation to other KPIs and explained in next section as well. Figure 18 : Cell-FACH to HSDPA, and HSDPA to Cell-FACH attempts with and without E-FD It is important now to evaluate the paging congestion when E-FD is enabled. Typically, there are two ways to start the PS data activity. During the idle mode if the UE detects data in its uplink buffer, it will send a new RRC connection to establish the PS domain. On the other side, if the RNC detects data in the downlink buffer and the UE is in idle mode, the network will page the UE using Paging Type 1 message for the PS domain and then establish an RRC connection. The same procedure applies for UEs in Cell-PCH for the PS connection reestablishment. The difference is that in the Cell-PCH state and after the UE receives the Paging Type 1, it will directly send Cell update and the network moves the UE to Cell-FACH or Cell-DCH in order to continue with the data transfer. With E-FD, the UEs are well controlled to be in FACH or PCH depending on the amount of data in the buffer. However, with legacy fast dormancy or without any fast dormancy, the UE could be served more in idle mode with very frequent paging attempts to re-establish the PS connection.
As illustrated in figure 19 , the E-FD offers significant gain on the number of paging attempts (reduced by 65%) and the paging losses (reduced by 99%). This has a positive impact on the network performance as the reduction in paging attempts leads less congestion in the core network and network accessibility. The paging losses has reduced because the overall signaling load has decreased and consequently the core network resources have improved to grant more paging to the UEs in the system. In general, the main KPIs related to signaling load are significantly improved after enabling the E-FD along with Cell-PCH. Table 3 summarizes the overall impact on all related KPIs. Figure 20 demonstrates the CPU load on the impacted network elements after E-FD activation. The saving in base band channel elements increases the Node-B capacity and reduces the signaling load on the Node-B CPU. Also, the call drop rate for PS R99 traffic has significantly improved by 44%. Finally, the mean transmit power in dBm for one site is provided in figure 21 . The figure demonstrates maximum of 0.5dBm reduction in transmit power at busy hour from 18:00 to 19:00. The reduction in total transmit power reduces the DL interference and also increase the overall network capacity. 
VI. Cell-PCH and Cell-FACH Optimization
To avoid any further degradation to KPIs such as circuit switch (CS) voice accessibility, there is still a room for further improvement to state transitions and congestion relief in Cell-FACH state. In the previous section, we demonstrated the gains achieved from E-FD to the overall system KPIs. However, there are several areas where E-FD can introduce additional issues that need further optimization. The two main areas of improvements after E-FD deployment are optimizing the Cell-FACH congestion and the CS voice call setup accessibility from Cell-FACH and Cell-PCH states.
The main drawback observed after deploying the E-FD is the increase in the call drop rate. Figure 22 presents a slight increase in the HSDPA call drop rate after deploying the E-FD. The typical reasons for such call drop increase are the frequent state transitions between FACH/PCH/DCH states as well as the lack of power control or increased congestion in FACH state. Other areas of improvements include reduce the amount of Cell update triggered by frequent mobility cell re-selection that can add into call dropped scenarios. From the results shown in previous section, we illustrated that the E-FD had a significant gain on network KPIs. However, this comes on the expense of degradations to other services including degradation in FACH performance due to loading and number of users that can be supported in FACH.
Fast dormancy introduces more utilization to FACH channel and therefore FACH congestion is expected. This is evident in the increase in the number of users served in FACH after E-FD is enabled, as shown in figure 15 . Therefore, smart solutions are needed to handle this behavior. The UEs served in Cell-FACH state are scheduled on a common channel on the downlink. This means that the bandwidth of the physical layer channel is limited. Practically, the maximum PS data speed of physical layer channel in Cell-FACH is limited to 36 kbps, for the traffic part of this channel. This effectively means that if the UE is served for a longer duration in Cell-FACH state with E-FD, then it will transmit more data in this state. With the higher number of users in Cell-FACH, more congestion is expected. To mitigate this congestion, it is recommended to increase the data rate of the physical layer channel carrying the Cell-FACH. This is practically achieved by increasing the number of Transport Blocks (TB) to 2 instead of 1, which increases the throughput to 72 kbps. This increase in the data rate will allow the users to complete the data transfer faster and move to the next inactive state (i.e., Cell-PCH). Figure 23 illustrates the congestion of the DTCHs (dedicated traffic channel) carried on the FACH with one TB and with two TB after the FACH expansion of a certain cell. The illustrated KPI provides the congestion durations in seconds of the DTCHs carried on the the FACH. As shown in the figure, the congestion of the DTCHs carried on the FACH is reduced significantly after the expansion of the FACH. The KPI counts how many seconds during a predefined period the cell experienced DTCH congestion (messages in the buffer of this channel can not be sent). The congestion on the DTCH is cleared when the messages saved in the buffer of the DTCH can be sent out. 
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When E-FD is enabled, the UE are going to be served more in FACH or PCH compared to the UE when served in Idle state without E-FD. Hence, CS failures are higher in Cell-PCH and Cell-FACH states due to conditions of re-selection and lack of power control. This requires an additional step of optimization to the CS voice call performance.
Prior to E-FD deployment, the users are mostly initiating CS voice calls from idle mode. Most of the optimization process has been targeting improvements to CS accessibility and call setup time from idle mode. This is typically conducted by tuning the cell re-selection parameters and timers related to CS setup from idle state. However, with E-FD, the re-selection process is required to be reviewed as most of the CS calls will be initiated from either Cell-FACH or Cell-PCH.
During idle mode, both FACH/PCH mobility depend on cell re-selection and not handover as in Cell-DCH, the re-selection procedure can still be different. In idle mode, when the UE moves to a new cell, it is not necessarily to send any RRC message to inform the network of its new cell-level location. However, in FACH/PCH states, the UE needs to initiate cell update procedure to indicate its new serving cell. Additionally, as FACH and PCH are still connected mode states, the security mode procedure needs to be handled when a CS call is initiated. Therefore, it is expected to have CS setup failure cases especially when a collision between Cell update and CS setup call initiation occurred.
3GPP provides the options to distinguish between cell re-selection parameters in idle mode and in FACH/PCH states. In idle mode, all re-selection parameters are broadcast in SIB-3. For FACH and PCH states, the same parameters can be modified if the cell broadcasting SIB-4. The main issues observed when cell re-selections frequently occur. Therefore, it is important to reduce the number of cell re-selection in FACH and PCH states which can reduce the number of collision between Cell update and CS voice call setup. A reduction in cell update is also beneficial to the signaling load, which is observed to increase with E-FD as shown in figure 16 .
There are two ways to reduce the frequency of cell re-selection in FACH. This can be done by using SIB-4 that overrides the Time to Re-selection (Tresel) parameter, or by using SIB-4 with a new Tresel for FACH and a different one for PCH state (known as Tresel,fach and Tresel,pch). The first method will utilize the same Tresel value for all connected mode states, and the second one can introduce more distinction to each connected mode state: FACH or PCH states.
As shown in figure 2, several types of state transitions are allowed. One of the transitions that are not widely used is a direct move from PCH to DCH states. If this direct transition is not enabled by the network operator, then any CS or PS call establishment from PCH states is needed to go through Cell-FACH and then to Cell-DCH. This effectively means that the call setup will be handled within Cell-FACH first before the transition to Cell-DCH at the RAB setup stage. This can in return jeopardize the call accessibility especially in cases of FACH congestion or when cell update procedure conflict with the call setup requests. Therefore, introducing the direct PCH to DCH (P2D) transition is recommended which triggers the UE to temporarily move to FACH to send the cell update, followed by Cell Update Confirm that directs the UE to Cell-DCH without having to setup the call on Cell-FACH. However, the main impact of direct P2D transition is a slightly higher call setup time. The call setup time slightly increases because the signaling speed from PCH to DCH will be limited to 3.4 kbps where the call setup from idle mode is carried over signaling with a rate of 13.6 kbps. Typical average call setup time from different RRC states is provided in table 4. 
VII. Conclusions
In this paper, the best practices for managing smartphone signaling load are provided. We have analyzed two major features; Cell-PCH and E-FD to mitigate the smartphone signalling. The presented performance analysis of both features indicates major improvement in the major KPIs and significant relief in the signaling load. The deployment of the presented features reduce the smartphone signaling load, relief the network resources, reduce transmitted power and enhance users experience by reducing the drop call and extending battery backup time. We have provided detailed analysis for the impacted KPIs based on a commercial UMTS network. Furthermore, additional optimization techniques are provided to mitigate the drawbacks of the E-FD. The presented results can be used to benchmark the features performance. Future work includes analyzing other advanced features that relief signalling congestion and extends battery backup time such as CPC and Enhanced Cell-FACH with DRX.
